Structural Study of the Complex Formed by Ceruloplasmin and Macrophage Migration Inhibitory Factor
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Abstract—Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) is a key proinflammatory cytokine. Inhibitors of tautomerase activity of MIF are perspective antiinflammatory compounds. Ceruloplasmin, the copper-containing ferroxidase of blood plasma, is a noncompetitive inhibitor of tautomerase activity of MIF in the reaction with p-hydroxyphenylpyruvate. Small-angle X-ray scattering established a model of the complex formed by MIF and ceruloplasmin. Crystallographic analysis of MIF with a modified active site supports the model. The stoichiometry of 3 CP/MIF trimer complex was established using gel filtration. Conformity of novel data concerning the interaction regions in the studied proteins with previous biochemical data is discussed.
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Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) is a key proinflammatory cytokine coordinating delayed-type hypersensitivity and is the central mediator of innate immune response [1]. The predominant stoichiometry of MIF is trimeric, and the molecular weight (Mw) of the subunit is 12.5 kDa. Many studies have shown its important role in various autoimmune diseases, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease, spinal cord injuries, cardiovascular diseases, and malignant growth [2]. MIF has several biological activities, including enzymatic properties of tautomerase and thiol oxidoreductase, hormonal activity, regulation of glucose homeostasis, and counteraction to corticosteroids. The N-terminal Pro residue in MIF is crucial for its tautomerase and proinflammatory activity [2]. Inhibitors of MIF are regarded as prospective compounds for antiinflammatory therapy, and some are under clinical studies [3]. MIF has features of a superligand, binding to various extra- and intracellular protein molecules [4-6]. It was shown to form complexes with plasma proteins, in particular, with ceruloplasmin (CP), a copper-containing ferroxidase [6]. Our study showed that in this complex CP in noncompetitive mode inhibits the tautomerase activity of MIF in its reaction with p-hydroxyphenylpyruvate (HPP) by forming a complex with MIF–HPP [7]. A covalent modification of the active center in MIF by phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) revealed its interaction with CP using surface plasmon resonance [7].

CP is a monomer with Mw ~ 132 kDa containing 6-8 copper ions, of which two with unknown function are bound to so-called labile binding sites (LS1 and LS2) that are not always filled [7]. Filling the labile sites in CP with copper ions is required for inhibiting MIF.

No precise data on the sites involved in the interaction of CP with MIF have been obtained so far. In this study, we examined the MIF–CP complex using gel filtration, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and crystallography. Based on the data of inhibitory analysis and surface plasmon resonance, isothiocyanates irreversibly modifying N-terminal proline of MIF were used to simulate the presence of a substrate in the active center of MIF to create a permanent complex between modified MIF and CP. This resulted in a 3D low-resolution model of the MIF–CP complex and in spotting the sites of interaction between the component of the complex. The active center of MIF interacts with a region in domain IV of CP that contains a labile copper-binding site LS1.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

**Reagents.** The following reagents were used: UNOsphere Q, UNOsphere S, and Bio-Gel A-1.5m fine (Bio-Rad, USA); EDTA and triethylamine (Merck, Germany); Tris (Serva, Germany); 6-aminocaproic acid, HPP, glycine, neomycin trisulfate, ammonium sulfate, PMSF, phenyl isothiocyanate (PITC), fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), CM-Sephadex, DEAE-Sephadex, and Sephacryl S-200 HR (Sigma, USA).

**Protein isolation and purification.** To obtain a preparation of monomeric CP having $A_{610}/A_{280} > 0.049$, human plasma containing 1 mM EDTA and 0.1 mM PMSF was subjected to chromatography on UNOsphere Q and on neomycin-agarose [8]. Then the CP was concentrated to 80 mg/ml in a Vivaspin 20 (Sartorius, Germany) centrifuge cell (Mw > 100 kDa retained) with three changes of buffer A (0.1 M Hepes-NaOH, pH 7.4, 50 μM CuSO₄). Homogeneous recombinant MIF was obtained by chromatography on DEAE-Sephadex, CM-Sephadex, and UNOsphere S [7].

**Modification of MIF and preparation of its complex with CP.** MIF was modified using two inhibitors, i.e. FITC and PITC. To 20 mg of MIF in 10 ml of 0.4 M sodium-phosphate-borate buffer, pH 6.4, an inhibitor solution (0.5 mg/ml) in dimethylsulfoxide (in case of FITC) or in isopropanol (in case of PITC) was added. The mixture was incubated with continuous stirring (90 rpm) at 25°C in the dark for 1 h. Excess inhibitor was eliminated by dialysis vs. 200 volumes of 0.1 M Hepes-NaOH, pH 7.4. The extent of modification by FITC or PITC was assayed by comparing $A_{280}$ and $A_{495}$, respectively, before and after MIF modification, and also by measuring its activity in reaction with HPP [7]. The MIF–CP complex was prepared by mixing 4 mg of modified MIF with 44 mg of CP and concentrating the mixture in a Vivaspin 20 centrifuge cell (Mw > 10 kDa retained) to 0.5 ml in buffer A. The samples were subjected to gel filtration on a Sephacryl S-200 HR column (114 × 1.5 cm) equilibrated with buffer A at 0.2 ml/min. The column was calibrated in advance with protein molecular weight standards from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). The complex was stored at 277 K for several days.

**SAXS experiments.** The measurements were performed with an AMUR_K laboratory diffractometer (Special Design Bureau of the Institute of Crystallography, Russia) and a HECUS System-3 laboratory diffractometer (PoliMaT, Austria) at fixed radiation wavelength $\lambda \ (\text{CuK}\alpha) = 0.154 \text{ nm}$ to study solutions of CP, MIF, and CP–MIF complex. Gel filtration of CP–MIF was performed just before the SAXS experiment. For SAXS, the fractions of eluate with MIF–CP complex were pooled and concentrated
to 10 mg/ml. The experimental scattering curves were measured within the range of momentum transfer $0.2 < s < 3 \text{ nm}^{-1}$ (AMUR_K) and $0.2 < s < 2.5 \text{ nm}^{-1}$ (HECUS). The data were normalized to the incident beam intensity, and then the data were corrected for collimation distortions on the height of the X-ray beam (8 mm for AMUR_K and 15 mm for HECUS). Further data processing was performed using programs from the ASTAS package [9]. Background averaging and subtraction was performed using the PRIMUS program. The radius of gyration $R_g$ and maximum size of the solute $D_{\text{max}}$ were evaluated using distance distribution function $p(r)$ with the GNOM program by indirect Fourier transform. The molecular masses (Mw) of the solutes were evaluated from the excluded (Porod) volume $V_P$. An ab initio model of CP–MIF–PITC complex that highlights the positions of individual components was generated by the multiphase beads modeling program MONSA. The scattering from the atomic models was calculated using the CRYSOL program considering the total excluded volume of solvent and the contrast of the hydration shell surrounding the particle.

**Crystallization and X-ray analysis.** MIF–PITC and MIF–FITC were crystallized by the vapor diffusion method using a hanging drop from 1.9 M ammonium sulfate and 0.1 M Hepes, pH 7.4. The protein concentration was 10 mg/ml. Crystals grew within 3-6 days. Data collection was performed at EMBL beamline P14 Petra III (Hamburg, Germany) using the PILATUS 6M (Dectris, Switzerland) detector. Data were collected at 100 K; 25% glycerol was used for cryoprotection. The diffraction data sets were processed using XDS [10] and SCALA [11]. Data sets from MIF–PITC and MIF–FITC were collected to 1.42 and 1.41 Å, respectively. The structures were solved by molecular replacement with the MOLREP program [12] using PDB code 1l5v as a starting model. The structures were refined using programs Refmac [13] and Coot [14].

**RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION**

**Analysis of CP interaction with MIF–PITC and MIF–FITC using gel filtration.** To simulate the presence of a substrate in the active center of MIF we prepared two species in which isothiocyanates irreversibly modified the N-terminal proline of MIF. Comparing $A_{280}$ of MIF before and after modification with PITC and $A_{495}$ of MIF before and after modification with FITC provided convincing evidence of covalent binding of 1 mole of inhibitor per mole of monomer in trimeric MIF. Upon modification, both forms of MIF showed less than 0.5% of their initial activity with
respect to HPP. Subsequent gel filtration of the mixture CP–MIF–PITC in the presence of 50 μM CuSO₄ resulted in co-elution of the proteins. The molecular mass of the CP–MIF–PITC complex corresponded to 450 kDa according the calibration curve (Fig. 1a). This value suggests that three molecules of CP were interacting with PITC-modified trimeric MIF. The profile of elution of the CP–MIF–FITC mixture from the same column contained peaks corresponding to the elution volume of the control CP (132 kDa) and trimer of MIF (36 kDa) (Fig. 1a). The same result was obtained for a mixture of non-modified MIF and CP (data not shown).

**SAXS and modeling.** The experimental SAXS profiles from CP, MIF, and CP–MIF–PITC complex are presented in Fig. 1b, and the corresponding overall parameters are summarized in Table 1. Comparison of the structural parameters of the individual proteins and of the CP–MIF–PITC sample suggests that CP is monomeric, MIF is trimeric, and that a 1 : 1 complex is formed between the CP monomer and the MIF trimer. The *ab initio* reconstruction was performed with simultaneous fitting of the three scattering profiles. Based on the expected molecular masses of the individual components of the complex, the ratio between the phase volumes of 1 : 0.35 (CP/MIF) was used as a restraint as well as the experimental $R_g$ values of the free proteins. All three experimental data sets were well fitted (Fig. 1b and Table 1), and the typical resulting model highlighting the relative positions of the two components within the complex is presented in Fig. 1c. The available atomic models of CP (PDB ID: 4enz) and trimeric MIF (PDB ID: 1l5v) were also utilized to directly compute the fit to the respective experimental SAXS curves. The resulting fits were rather reasonable (Fig. 1b and Table 1), confirming structural similarities in the crystal and solution. Further, these models were employed to build a tentative complex by docking (using the ClusPro 2.0 server). The resulting docking-derived model (Fig. 2a) agrees well with the one reconstructed *ab initio* (Fig. 1c) and also provides a good fit to the experimental scattering data from CP–MIF–PITC (Fig. 1b and Table 1). Model has been deposited on the small-angle scattering biological data bank (SASBDB) under code SASDDF3.

**X-ray structural analysis of MIF–PITC and MIF–FITC.** Attempts to crystallize the MIF–CP complex were unsuccessful; hence, X-ray analysis of two MIF modifications was used to investigate the reason for the absence of interaction between FITC-modified MIF and CP. Data collection and refinement statistics are summarized in Table 2. Both structures, i.e. MIF–FITC and MIF–PITC, are crystallized in space group $P2_12_12_1$ and contain a trimer in the asymmetric unit. In general, the overall structure of MIF–PITC and MIF–FITC is very similar to overall structure of MIF with glycerol
(PDB ID: 1l5v). Superposition of the structures gives rmsd (root-mean-square deviation) of 0.28 Å (for MIF–FITC) and 0.26 Å (for MIF–PITC) for Cα-atoms. The analysis of refined structures showed that each molecule contains one inhibitor molecule covalently bound to the N-terminal Pro residue. In the case of MIF–PITC, the inhibitor is located deep inside the active center (Fig. 2b). The size of FITC is so large that in the case of MIF–FITC part of the inhibitor goes beyond the active center and stands above the surface of the molecule (Fig. 2b).

DISCUSSION

Protein–protein interactions are fundamental for a living cell. Although X-ray diffraction analysis has been used to solve many structures of large protein–protein complexes, the application of this method is limited to stable, well-structured protein complexes with high affinity of their components. However, weaker protein–protein interactions resulting in formation of transient complexes also play a role of importance in various biological processes, such as signal transduction, posttranslational modifications, cellular transport, catalysis, and regulation of transcription and translation [15]. Moderate affinity of CP to MIF did not allow obtaining a crystal structure of the complex, e.g. the $K_D$ of interaction between CP and PMSF-modified MIF was evaluated as 4.2 μM. However, combining of several methods resulted in a three-dimensional model of MIF–CP. According to SAXS, one CP molecule binds to the trimeric MIF. Analysis of the MIF–CP model revealed contact regions localized in domains IV and VI of CP, which contain the sites of labile copper binding (Fig. 2a). It was shown previously that copper binding in these sites changes the conformation of some amino acid residues of CP [16]. This may be an explanation of why filling the labile sites with copper ions is needed for the formation of the MIF–CP complex. The stretch of amino acids 580-593 in domain IV verges upon the entrance to the active center of MIF and interacts with the C-terminal region of subunit A in MIF (Fig. 2b). The stretch 922-933 in domain VI of CP interacts with the end of α-helix 1 and with the beginning of α-helix 2 in subunit B of MIF (Fig. 2a). Superposition of crystal structures of MIF–PITC and MIF–FITC based on Cα-atoms (using the Coot program) using the MIF models of the complex (Fig. 2b) supports the reliability of the SAXS-derived model, in which domain IV of CP interacts with the active center of MIF. In the MIF–
FITC structure the molecule of FITC, protruding beyond the surface of the MIF molecule, comes into steric conflict with amino acids of CP (Fig. 2b). This is in line with previous biochemical data on inhibitory effect of CP on MIF and coincides with the results of CP–MIF–FITC gel filtration, when CP and MIF–FITC were eluted separately in elution volumes corresponding to the Mw of CP and the trimeric MIF, while the peak fitting a larger molecular mass was absent.

Studying the enzymatic activity of MIF in the reaction with HPP in the presence of CP showed that MIF is virtually completely inhibited in noncompetitive mode with $K_i$ ca. 37 nM [7]. This means that monomeric CP must bind to all the three active centers of the MIF oligomer. In our complex, one molecule of CP binds to trimeric MIF, which can be explained by instability of the complex. It cannot be excluded that MIF–PITC as a ligand of CP is not as efficient as MIF with the substrate. For example, when MIF was modified by PMSF, it bound to CP with dissociation constant 4.2 μM, which is much higher than 37 nM obtained while studying the kinetics of inhibition of HPP–MIF complex by CP [7]. We used the Coot program to model the CP molecule with P3 symmetry, which allowed modeling a CP–MIF complex with 1 : 1 stoichiometry, i.e. each subunit of MIF interacts with a CP monomer. In this case, the three CP monomers do not overlap. Domain I of one CP monomer is likely to interact with domain II of another CP molecule (Fig. 2c, right panel). This model is in good agreement with biochemical data about effective inhibition HPP-tautomerase activity of MIF by CP with labile sites filled by copper ions [7]. It cannot be excluded that in vivo CP binds not to every subunit of MIF, and that the complex persists in various stoichiometries. The low resolution of the PITC–MIF–CP model does not reveal a detailed mechanism of MIF inhibition by CP. However, considering the close location of the interaction site of the two proteins to the entrance into the active center of MIF, it cannot be excluded that in complex with MIF, CP interacts with the keto-form of substrate. This notion is supported by the results of Coα-atoms superposition of MIF structure (code PDB 3ijj) with an enol and keto forms of HPP, the substrate, to the model of the complex (Fig. 2b). The enol form of HPP can be sterically unfavorable for binding to MIF in the MIF–CP complex due to close distances from atoms of the enol form to CP (Fig. 2b).

Thus, the conclusion about an interaction of CP near the MIF active site was based on studies of interactions of CP with different species of MIF by gel filtration and SAXS, matching with data of MIF–PITC and MIF–FITC X-ray analysis. A structural basis of the mechanism of inhibition of the HPP-tautomerase activity of MIF by CP was proposed. Comparison of the results of inhibition by CP of tautomerase activity of MIF,
gel filtration experiments, and the theoretical model of the complex suggests that each of the three active centers of the MIF trimer interacts with one molecule of CP. However, the model of the complex obtained by SAXS shows stoichiometry 1 CP/MIF trimer. The discrepancy in stoichiometry defined by different methods can be explained by instability of the complex between CP and modified MIF.
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### Table 1. Structural parameters obtained by SAXS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>(R_g), nm</th>
<th>(D_{\text{max}}), nm</th>
<th>(V_P), nm</th>
<th>Mw, kDa</th>
<th>(\chi^2_{\text{ab initio}})</th>
<th>(\chi^2_{\text{atomic}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>3.15 ± 0.08</td>
<td>11.4 ± 0.5</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>7.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIF–PITC</td>
<td>2.04 ± 0.04</td>
<td>6.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP–MIF–PITC</td>
<td>3.40 ± 0.27</td>
<td>14.4 ± 0.5</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \(\chi^2\), discrepancy between the experimental data and the curves calculated based on the model.

### Table 2. Data collection and refinement statistics of MIF structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>MIF–PITC</th>
<th>MIF–FITC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>0.97654</td>
<td>0.97654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td></td>
<td>P2₁,2₁,2₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell parameters, Å ((\alpha = \beta = \gamma = 90^\circ))</td>
<td>a = 67.82, b = 68.38, c = 88.60</td>
<td>a = 46.78, b = 70.64, c = 89.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution, Å</td>
<td>42.3-1.42 (1.45-1.42)*</td>
<td>50-1.41 (1.45-1.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of reflections</td>
<td>311,731</td>
<td>241,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness, %</td>
<td>99.7 (99.9)</td>
<td>99.4 (99.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I/\text{sig}(I))</td>
<td>7.4 (3.4)</td>
<td>13.8 (1.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{\text{merge}})</td>
<td>16.6 (71.6)</td>
<td>6.8 (78.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refinement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution, Å</td>
<td>15-1.42 (1.45-1.42)</td>
<td>15-1.41 (1.45-1.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reflections</td>
<td>73,086 (3904)</td>
<td>54,877 (3991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{\text{work}}/R_{\text{free}})</td>
<td>13.7/16.48</td>
<td>13.4/19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-factor, Å(^3)</td>
<td>15.93</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Root-mean-square deviations**

| Bond length, Å   | 0.013                     | 0.016                     |
| Bond angle, °    | 1.25                      | 1.77                      |
| PDB ID           | 6FVH                      | 6FVE                      |

* Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.
Fig. 1. Studies of CP–MIF complex by gel filtration and SAXS. a) Elution profiles of the CP–MIF–PITC and CP–MIF–FITC mixtures. b) SAXS curves. Experimental data for CP (1), MIF (2), and CP–MIF–PITC (3) are shown by dark-gray dots (errors are light-gray), approximations from the ab initio model are shown by solid red lines, approximations by atomic models of the individual proteins and by a docking model of the complex use blue dashed lines. c) Structural models of the CP–MIF–PITC complex. The ab initio reconstruction is shown by the balls; the docking-derived model is presented as carbon backbone. CP is drawn in blue, MIF is in red.
Fig. 2. Interaction of CP and MIF within the complex. a) Secondary structure of the complex. Copper ions in labile sites (designated as LS1 and LS2) of CP are shown as orange spheres. Domains containing labile sites are indicated by roman numerals. The N-terminal proline residue is indicated by P1. b) Interaction area in domain IV of CP with subunit A of MIF. Superposition of crystal structures of MIF–FITC and MIF–PITC on subunit A of the complex. MIF of the complex is not shown. Enol form of HPP in the structure of MIF (PDB: 3ijj) is shown in pink, keto form is shown in light-grey. The protein of HPP (3ijj) structure is not shown. Repulsing of CP and HPP keto form bound to MIF is shown by crossed out red dash line. MIF–FITC is shown in yellow, MIF–PITC in blue. c) Theoretical model of MIF–CP with 1 : 1 stoichiometry. CP is presented as a cartoon; trimeric MIF is shown as a cartoon and surface. The CP molecule in the SAXS model is shown in dark gray. CP molecules derived by multiplication of the SAXS model around the 3-fold axis are shown in blue. The contact CP–CP is encircled by a red oval. CP domains involved in intermolecular contacts are designated with Roman numerals.